Sunny Fresh®
Sunny Fresh® is a unique all-natural supplement that soothes and revives a dry
scratchy throat. Ancient Chinese believed that many of the herb food components
found in this formula offer additional nutritional support and enhances the skin's
natural beauty. There was one particular tribe that had this formula and consumed or
ate Sunny Fresh themselves. They had a reputation of having the most beautiful
women out of all the tribes. Other tribesmen would try and capture these women,
because of their rare beauty.

Sunny Fresh is a light pleasant tasting herbal syrup, flavoured with delicious mint extract for a crisp, cool taste. It
invigorates the mouth and the throat with freshness! Ancient Chinese believed that many of the herb food
components found in this formula offer additional nutritional support and enhances the skin's natural beauty. It
comes in a 10 pack of 15 ml. glass vial bottles.

Contents:

It is made primarily from the loquat herb. Sunny Fresh is an extraordinary blend of a blend of
concentrated herbs including liquorice, peppermint and cloves, all traditionally used to aid digestion, soothe the
stomach and freshens the breath.

First three ingredients:
1. Locquat is extremely beneficial for the respiratory system and also benefits the voice and throat. Clears phlegm,
lung heat, and redirects lung qi downward. Excellent especially for lung patterns that involve coughing. It
Harmonizes the Stomach, clears Stomach heat, and redirects Stomach qi downward. Excellent for nausea,
vomiting, hiccups, and belching due to Stomach heat.
2. Water Fennel seed redirects the qi downward and expels phlegm. Good when coughing or wheezing with thick
sputum due to heat in the Lungs.
3. Radish fruit reduces food stagnation accumulating in the middle burner with fullness and distention, belching
with a rotten smell, acid regurgitation, or abdominal pain with difficult diarrhea. Causes qi to descend and
reduces phlegm. Good for chronic productive cough or wheezing. Antimicrobial effect against bacteria such as
Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus pneumoniae and E. coli. Also,
has an antifungal effect.

Benefits:
 For the throat, larynx, upper respiratory system - relief and repair.
 Improves voice, relieves deep coughs.


Helps to clear the phlegm/mucous from the the entire respiratory
system (throat, bronchioles and lungs). It will also help prevent

mucous from getting blocked or stopped in the lungs or bronchial tubes. This will in turn allow more oxygen into
the lungs and the rest of the body.


Anciently this formula was given to the people, and they were known to have beautiful singing voices as it
enhance the throat and voice for talking or singing.

 Tastes like a natural cough syrup and works like one too.

How to use:

Drink right out of the vial. Dr. Chen explains it is a good idea to sip on it, let it trickle down your
throat, leaving its beneficial soothing effect in the throat a little longer. Try not to eat or drink anything immediately
after sipping on it, so you will prolong its beneficial effects on the throat and vocal chords. It quickly takes effect for
throat congestion. You can feel the difference from the minute you swallow it.

Sunny Fresh Testimonies
One of our Sunriders in Houston told me that she used to suffer from recurrent
pneumonia resulting to her being hospitalized almost every year. After using Sunny Fresh
consistently, she never had to be hospitalized again for bouts of pneumonia. While living
in Sydney, Australia, one of the popular singers there contacted all the local Sunriders;
she was desperate for Sunny Fresh; she was giving a concert that weekend and ran out.
We always have it in stock. I use it a lot when giving talks and when eliminating a lot of
phlegm – after eating too much food for the spirit. And…..It tastes VERY GOOD...our 5
year old grandson loves it! (Ellen Visser)

I always come down with the worst sinus infection between November and January and
have for as long as I can remember. Casey and my kids usually follow shortly after. This
year I had read about Sunny Fresh; when my usual infection started I decided to see what it would do. It soothed my
throat and stopped the infection from going to my lungs (which is where I suffered so much). I took 3 a day morning,
noon, and night. Within 3 days it was gone. Usually I would have this infection for 3 months every year; this year I
haven’t had an infection! Praise the Lord! The next week Casey came down with his usual sinus infection then the
kids followed. They tried the Sunny Fresh the same way I did and in 3 days it was gone. Kay

No need to go to the drug store or pharmacy when you need a little help with the throat, vocal cords,
coughing, got food poisoning or nourishment for the lungs. Sunny Fresh is the product to have on hand! We don't
travel without it, as you never know where it is going to be damp or rainy, smog and hydrocarbons abounding (like
CA), hotel rooms with polluted air systems or something in the food you didn't know was there! It is actually great
every day if you want to drink a vial of it! I LOVE it and so do our grandchildren. They always say, "Can I drink the
whole vial?"....it tastes so good! Great for singers or speakers. Lois Emerson

Many singers enjoy the benefits of Sunny Fresh; many professional teachers here in Utah have it for their students to
use when practicing and performing. One of our distributors spoke of how when they pay big bucks to rent a
recording studio, they all eat Sunny Fresh, so their voice is at it's very best, and so they don't waste time and money
redoing their recordings. Their voice is always it’s very best, when Sunny Fresh is consumed before and during the
recording event. They can complete the recording much faster, therefore saving money on the rental of the studio.
Sharon Farnsworth Ekins

A totally unexpected use we’ve found is using Sunny Fresh is in cases of food poisoning. My friend recently went
through a bout; Sunny Fresh offered great relief. Make sure to have some on hand. Over 1 million people get stricken
with food poisoning a year and 10,000 die. Drink a couple of bottles when you realize out what has happened. In six
cases I have been involved with, including me twice, after drinking Sunny Fresh, diarrhea, vomiting, cramping,
convulsions and nausea were immediately relieved; we fell into healing and relieving sleep.

On our way home from a meeting, we were starving and went to Marie Calendars. The only thing in the realm of real
food I would eat was Potato Skins; I had them without cheese and bacon; they tasted rancid so I only ate half of
one. While driving home 4 hours later, I started getting sick; by the time I was home I was convulsing, vomiting and
having hot and cold sweats. My daughter called Diane Smith to tell her what was happening; Diane said ‘Sunny
Fresh’. I was in no position to argue, and drank two vials. Within 5 minutes I was asleep and woke up hours later
weak but not in trauma. In every instance since it has worked the same. Colleen Ceton

When I have a cough or sore throat, I sip on it and not drink or eat anything after it, so it can soothe the vocal cords.
It is amazing how really effective it is; I don't buy over the counter cough medicine. Not only is it good for me as an
adult, but was a great blessing for my children when they were growing up to have Sunny Fresh for colds, coughs,
flus and congestion. Along with rubbing their chest with diluted Sun Breeze and hand and body lotion, I got them to
sip on Sunny Fresh. - Sharon Farnsworth Ekins

Real Food for Life!
Diana J Herrington
ph 780 489 4477
http://bit.ly/SunriderDiana
www.facebook.com/RealFoodforLife

Dit artikel wordt u aangeboden door mijn Collega Diana evenals ik uw onafhankelijk Sunrider Distributeur.
Meer informatie neemt u contact op met mij: http://www.vitaliteitsite.nl

Toegewijd aan jouw resultaat,
Z. E. Mienes

